Observation of an improved healing process in superficial skin wounds after irradiation with a blue-LED haemostatic device
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The healing process of superficial skin wounds treated with a blue-LED haemostatic device is studied. Four mechanical abrasions are produced on the back of 10 Sprague Dawley rats: two are treated with the blue-LED device, while the other two are left to naturally recover. Visual observations, non-linear microscopic imaging, as well as histology and immunofluorescence analyses are performed 8 days after the treatment, demonstrating no adverse reactions neither thermal damages in both abraded areas and surrounding tissue. A faster healing process and a better-recovered skin morphology are observed: the treated wounds show a reduced inflammatory response and a higher collagen content.

Blue LED induced photothermal effect on superficial abrasions.

1. Introduction

LED-based devices are today changing photonics applications in various research fields. This mature technology took strong advantage from the pioneering research conducted in the growth of Ga–N crystals during the 80’s by Akasaki, Amano and Nakamura that brought to the invention of the blue LED [1, 2]. Such invention was extremely important because it opened the possibility of obtaining LED-based white light, with a consequent revolution of lighting applications that was recently awarded with
In the early 90s [3–5], blue-LED technology has found several applications, including biomedical [6], and biomedical [7–10]. In fact, considering that several biological molecules and chromophores show high absorption in the UV/blue range of the spectrum, blue LED technology offers the potential of a low-cost simple source for targeting particular biological molecules. For example, when considering the absorption coefficient of skin chromophores in the UV-VIS-NIR spectrum (i.e. from 300 nm to 900 nm), haemoglobin exhibits narrow absorption peaks in the blue range (410 nm and 430 nm for oxygenated and non-oxygenated haemoglobin respectively), and its absorption coefficient is much higher than other skin chromophores [11–13]. This particular property of haemoglobin can be used to ensure a local temperature increase that is able to induce hemostasis through a photo-thermal-coagulation process. When irradiating a bleeding wound with the blue LED of proper wavelength, the light is mainly absorbed by haemoglobin naturally present in these areas, causing a local temperature increase within blood [14]. The use of proper irradiation settings in terms of fluence, irradiation time, target spot area and emission pattern allows locally inducing a temperature above the threshold for protein denaturation within blood, resulting in a fast coagulation effect [15]. The thermal effect on surrounding tissue is lower because of the reduced absorption. In other words, haemostasis is realized through a light-induced coagulation process, ensured by a spectrally selective and spatially localized photo-thermal effect [15].

Wound healing is a dynamic process that involves several molecules and cells, including mediators, blood cells, extracellular matrix, and parenchymal cells [16]. Wound healing is generally characterized by three phases overlapped in time: inflammation, tissue formation, and tissue remodelling [17]. Recent advances in cellular and molecular biology have greatly expanded our understanding of the biologic processes involved in wound repair and tissue regeneration and have led to improvements in wound care [18]. Nevertheless, wound healing remains a very complex process, difficult to understand in toto as demonstrated by a number of studies recently published and aimed at monitoring the process both ex vivo [19, 20] and in vivo [21, 22] using optical imaging techniques. In general, the main goal of wound care is to obtain a rapid wound healing and an aesthetically satisfactory appearance. Optical techniques, and especially LED technology, can help in reaching this goal: very recently, blue LED technology has been also tested as an improver of the wound healing process [23, 24].

In the last ten years, a blue LED photo-hemostatic device has been designed: it enables an immediate stop of the bleeding in superficial wounds (e.g. skin abrasions, oral mucosa bleeding, etc.) [25]. The goal of this preliminary study is to investigate if the blue LED treatment of superficial abrasions can affect the healing process. In order to do this, mechanical abrasions were produced on the back of 10 Sprague Dawley rats. Half of the induced wounds were treated with the blue-LED device, while the others were left to naturally recover. The induced photothermal effect was monitored during treatment by the use of a thermocamera. Visual observations, non-linear microscopic imaging, histological and immunofluorescence analyses were used to study the healing process at 8th day, in LED treated and untreated wounds.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Blue-LED haemostatic device

The Blue-LED photo-haemostatic device has been designed and developed as part of the LighTPatcH project activities within the Biophotonics plus call 2012: it is based on the use of two commercial LED, emitting at 410 nm and 435 nm. These wavelengths match the main absorption peaks of haemoglobin in the blue region. The device was designed in order to be easily used in a medical application. It is a fiber-coupled device, schematically composed by: the two LED sources, having in total 1 W emission power; the electronic system for controlling LED emission conditions; the optical system, made with an optical lens in combination with a fiber coupler, for delivering LED light through an optical fiber. The light sources were mounted on a compact case, thus enabling heat dissipation towards external ambient air and easy handling (see Figure 1). Light

Figure 1 Photo-hemostatic device. The picture shows the optimized first LED fiber coupled photo-hemostatic device, with software control of emission power and treatment time duration.
irradiation of the skin’s superficial layers was performed by placing the external surface of the photo-haemostatic fiber 1 cm far from the skin. The illuminated area thus corresponded to a circle with 5 mm radius. The resulting power densities thus was 1.27 W/cm². The intensity distribution of the light at the tissue surface was homogeneous, as from a top hat intensity source. During the treatment, the photo-haemostatic optical fiber was kept in motion above the wound, inducing a homogeneous thermal effect over the entire target. The optimized treatment time was 25 seconds for each wound. Only one treatment per wound was performed a few seconds after wounding.

2.2 Animal model

In this study, 10 adult male Sprague Dawley rats (Harlan Italy, weighing 200–250 g each) were used. All experiments respected the guidelines of the European Community for the care of the animals (86/609/EEC). Formal approval to conduct the experiments has been obtained from the animal subjects review board of the University of Florence. The animals were anesthetized with 3.8% Chloral hydrate (380 mg/kg i.p.) before treatment. After anaesthesia, hair removal from the back was performed and four circular areas of about 1.6 cm in diameter were identified with a non-toxic permanent marker. Four abrasions were performed within the identified areas. The abraser consists of a drill with an extension for manual work that mounts a cylinder head of commercial sandpaper (KWH Mirka Ltd, Jeppo, Finland, 68 micron particle size). The wounds have been realized with the abraser set at a speed of 200 rpm per minute. The rotating abrasive cylinder was brought into contact with the skin of the rat to remove it without exerting any pressure. We stopped the procedure when the underlying layer of the skin with its gaping and gushing capillaries could be observed (abration lasted approximately 60 s). Soon after abrasion, the two wounds on the right side were treated with the photo-hemostatic device; the two on the left side were left to heal without any treatment. During the treatment, the animals were kept in separate cages to avoid possible infections of wounds during the healing process. After 7 days of follow up, the animals were sacrificed by humane methods and 5 samples were harvested from each animal: the two wounds treated with photo-hemostatic device, the two untreated wounds (therefore with natural healing) and a sample of healthy skin (taken from the central area of the back). The complete epithelial margins and the scab, when present, were always included in the removed wounds. The biopsies were preserved by the immediate freezing at a temperature of −80 °C and subsequently cut by use of the cryostat; the sections were then post-fixed in cold acetone and the obtained slides stored at −20 °C.

2.3 IR thermocamera observations

Direct observations of the induced superficial temperature were performed during treatment, using an infrared (IR) thermocamera. The temporal and spatial evolution of the heating in a non-contact configuration was accurately measured. The IR thermocamera (ThermoVision A20, FLIR Systems Inc., Wilsonville, OR, USA) was equipped with a 9 mm focal length germanium lens, which provided a minimum working distance of 10 cm, resulting in a spatial resolution of 0.5 mm. The camera was controlled via PC, thanks to the use of the dedicated ThermaCAM Researcher™ software. Once the object parameters, such as emissivity, were provided, direct measurement of the temperature was visualized and then stored for processing in the PC. The resulting thermal sensitivity of the system was 0.12 °C at 30 °C. The skin parameters, such as its emissivity, were taken from the Refs. [26, 27]. Thermograms were used to evaluate the maximum temperature rise, the temperature spatial distribution on the skin surface, and the temperature decay time to the normal skin value at the end of the LED irradiation.

2.4 Multiphoton microscopy setup

In this study, a multiphoton microscopy setup was used for Two Photon Fluorescence (TPF) and Second-Harmonic Generation (SHG) microscopy of thin tissue cross-sections. The experimental setup consisted of a custom-built microscope, made by a compact microscopic head realized in anodized aluminium alloy that hosts the optical component. A pulsed Ti:Sapphire laser (Mira900F, Coherent, Santa Clara, US) provided the excitation pulses with 140 fs length at a repetition rate of 76 MHz and an emission wavelength of 840 nm. A few optical ele-
ments placed on the optical table served for conditioning the laser beam before entering the microscope head. In particular, a telescope collimated the laser beam, a polarization-based system allowed adjusting its power, an electronic shutter SH05 (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, US) ensured minimal exposure of the sample. Considering that SHG signal from collagen depends on the polarization of the excitation beam [28], polarization optical elements were also used for making laser polarization circular at the sample. Inside the microscope head, laser beam was scanned with a galvanometric scanning head G1222 (Galvoline, Rome, Italy) and focused with a 20× objective lens PlanApo (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan), 0.75 NA. Fluorescence and SHG were separated from the excitation light by means of a dichroic mirror 685DCXRU (Chroma Technology Corporation, Rockingham, VT, US). SHG signal was filtered by a narrow (10 nm FWHM) band-pass filter HQ420BP (Chroma Technology Corporation, Rockingham, VT, US) and collected using a photomultiplier tube H7422 (Hamamatsu, Hamamatsu City, Japan). Fluorescence signal was collected on the same detector by removing the narrow band-pass filter and by inserting a fluorescence filter FF01-510/84-25 (Semrock, Rochester, NY, US). A detailed description of the experimental setup has been provided in [29].

2.5 Multiphoton image acquisition and analysis

Both TPF and SHG images were recorded with a pixel dwell time of 20 μs, a field of view of 400 × 400 μm² and a resolution of 512 × 512 pixels, using an excitation wavelength of 840 nm. Combined TPF-SHG images were presented by coding fluorescence in green and SHG in blue. FFT analysis was performed by taking SHG images of dermal collagen (about 10 images per wound) and selecting three different ROI sizes (128, 256, and 512 pixels), respectively corresponding to a ROI size of 100 μm, 200 μm and 400 μm. The FFT of each selected ROI was calculated using an ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda, US) [30, 31] built-in routine. Collagen anisotropy was then evaluated by means of the aspect ratio of the FFT profile. This parameter, corresponding to the minor to major axis ratio of the elliptic FFT profile was calculated by considering the ratio of the two eigenvalues of the covariance matrix, as described in [32]. The calculation was performed at various ROI size in order to identify the scale level at which a particular organization of collagen fibers and fiber bundles is lost [33]. Statistical student t-tests were done on the calculated FFT aspect ratio values at the 0.05 level (p < 0.05) using Microcal Origin Pro9 software (OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, US). Grey Level Co-occurence Matrices (GLCM) were calculated from SHG images according to [9] using a Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, US) routine for a neighbour index ranging from 1 to 100. GLCM Correlation was then calculated and displayed versus distance, in order to provide useful information on periodic structures or on the sudden change or regularity of a linear structure, such as breakage of a fibrillar structure [34, 35]. Mean collagen fiber bundle size was estimated on the basis of GLCM Correlation decay length, according to [36, 37].

2.6 Histology and immunofluorescence analysis

For histological evaluations, specimens were embedded in freezing tissue medium (Killik; BioOptica, Milan, Italy) and cryosections were post fixed in cold acetone. Sections from each case (one section per staining, ten microscopic fields for each sample were used for further analysis) were stained with haematoxylin and eosin or labelled with the following antigens: Heat Shock Protein (Hsp) 47 for fibroblasts [38] (Hsp47+; Abcam, Cambridge, UK), alpha Smooth Muscle Actin (SmA) for myo-fibroblasts [39] (SmA+; Sigma, Milan, Italy) by using monoclonal antibodies diluted 1:50 and 1:100, respectively. Appropriate fluorescein isothiocyanate labelled polyclonal antibodies from rabbit or mouse (1:32; Sigma, Milan, Italy) were used as secondary ones. Primary antibodies were applied overnight at 4 °C, secondary ones for 2 h at 37 °C. Control samples from healthy back rat skin were also used for the histological and fibroblast-targeted immunofluorescence examination. Omission of the primary antibody and substitution with an irrelevant one was used as control for the immunofluorescence reactions. Sections were photographed using a Leica optical microscope, equipped with a camera connected to a PC, and images visualized with ProgRes Capture Basic software (Jenoptik, Jena, Germany) or a WWR international PBI light microscopy plugged with a tablet camera system (Bergamo, Italy) or a Zeiss Axioskop microscope suitable for epifluorescent equipped with a digital camera (Zeiss, Jena, Germany) connected with a PC (ED, Rome, Italy) hosting the software Axiosvision 4 (Zeiss, Jena, Germany). Confocal analysis was performed using a Leica Sp8 microscope (Leica, Mannheim, Germany) and a Leica 3D visualization software. All measurements were performed at the end of the experiment in blinded fashion by researchers not involved in wound preparation and treatment.
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2.7 Morphometry and statistics

For studying epithelization, wounds were digitally photographed at magnification ×25 and the maximum epidermal thickness was measured in 10 epidermal tracts per specimens using the software image analysis Image J (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD) [40].

Cellular infiltration as shown in haematoxylin and eosin stained sections was graded on a 0–3 arbitrary scale for each biopsy site [41, 42]. Immunostained sections, one time were placed on the microscopic stage; adjacent, not overlapping fields were photographed separately for the dermis, at magnification 40×. Hsp47+, SmA+ were counted using the software image analysis Image J as it follows. The background grey level was measured, the threshold was set at 1.5 times the background and the structures in the dermis that were brighter (i.e. more intensely fluorescent) than the threshold were counted by the software. Each image of the shape of HSP47 or SMA positive cells was subtracted from a background image to compensate for any unevenness in the illumination and camera response. The resulting image was converted into a binary image by selecting a threshold level. The image was then compared with the original optical image and any selections not corresponding to single cells were removed (see Figures 2 and 3) [43, 44]. The counts were obtained for spots larger than 50 pixel, which were assumed to represent whole cells. For each comparison, the average value for each specimen was assumed as a sample unit.

All differences were subjected to analysis of variance (including Bonferroni-corrected t-tests or Tukey HSD tests), assuming \( p < 0.05 \) as significant, using StatView 512+ (Abacus Concepts, Berkeley, CA) or StatPlus (AnalystSoft, Walnut, CA) programs. In case of significant result of the analysis of variance among all experimental groups, the values at each time point were compared with controls by Student t-test for unpaired values with two tails, assuming \( p < 0.05 \) as significant [45].

3. Results

3.1 Direct observation during treatment

Thermal analysis during treatment evidenced that there is an immediate temperature enhancement in the irradiated bleeding area: a maximum temperature rise of 13.3 ± 3.1 °C (corresponding to an external wound site temperature of about 48.3 °C) is reached in the first 5 seconds and it is maintained almost constant for 20 s. No thermal damage to surrounding intact tissues was observed. No collateral effects were evidenced during treatment.

3.2 Direct observations during follow up

The wounds had an initial mean area of 2 cm² (see Figure 4A), calculated with the assumption that the wounds were a circle of about 16 mm in diameter. The aspect of the wounds, including the absence of new hair growth and signs of the initial abrasion (excluding healed surface areas), was re-evaluated after 7 days to assess the effect of the treatments on the healing process (Figure 4B).

3.3 Combined TPF-SHG imaging

The microscopic imaging was performed on thin skin tissue cross-sections extracted from both treated
wound (TW) and untreated wound (UW) areas from the animals used in the study. Both TPF and SHG images were acquired using the same excitation wavelength (840 nm) and presented by coding fluorescence in green and SHG in blue, as shown in the example represented in Figure 5.

In particular, the combined TPF-SHG images are represented on the left for both UW (Figure 5A) and TW (Figure 5D). The difference in terms of dermal morphology is clearly distinguishable from the images, and is even more pronounced by separating TPF and SHG channels. TPF images are represented in the middle column for both UW (Figure 5B) and TW (Figure 5E). The images show that in the UW the inflammatory response is still ongoing, as demonstrated by the large presence of vessels and cells in the dermis. On the other hand, only few cells are visible in the TW area and most of the fluorescence signal originating from dermis is due to the presence of elastic fibers [46]. In both UW and TW, the epidermal morphology is fully recovered, as demonstrated by the comparable epidermis thickness and keratinocyte density in the two areas. However, in the UW area there is still the presence of crusts, as resulted by the bright signal in some regions beneath the epidermal surface. This datum has been also verified by visually observing images during acquisition. SHG images are represented in the right column for both UW (Figure 5C) and TW (Figure 5F).

Here the differences between UW and TW are even more pronounced. The amount of collagen is much higher in the TW area with respect to the UW area. Collagen distribution is more sparse in the UW area, whereas is more uniform in the TW area.
where collagen almost fill the dermal space, as commonly occurs in healthy dermis [47]. Collagen orientation is quite different as well, with TW showing a more isotropic distribution of collagen fiber bundles with several intersections in comparison to UW where intersections are not clearly identifiable yet. Two different image analysis methods have been used for analysing SHG images and quantify the morphological differences observed, as described in the following section.

### 3.4 Image pattern analysis on SHG images of collagen

SHG images were analyzed using two different image pattern analysis methods, respectively aimed at characterizing the orientation anisotropy of collagen fiber bundles and their average size. The orientation anisotropy was determined by processing SHG images with an FFT routine on ROIs of different sizes (100 micrometers, 200 micrometers, and 400 micrometers). The Aspect Ratio of the FFT was taken as indicator of collagen anisotropy. The obtained results, averaged on all the examined ROIs, are plotted in Figure 6A for a ROI size of 100, 200, and 400 micrometers.

Hence, in TW areas collagen fiber bundles have a more isotropic distribution while in UW areas the distribution is more anisotropic. In addition, the FFT Aspect Ratio showed a different dependence on the ROI size for UW and TW, with a constant behaviour for TW and an increase for UW. This means that independently on the length scale selected for FFT analysis, TW areas showed increased values with respect to UW areas.

The typical size of a collagen fiber bundle was evaluated by calculating the GLCM-Correlation value as a function of the neighbour index (Figure 6B) and its typical decay length. The profiles for GLCM-Correlation decay, averaged for all the examined ROIs, are shown in Figure 6B. The faster decay observed in UW with respect to TW indicates a smaller typical size for a collagen fiber bundle in UW, while a larger typical size in TW.

### 3.5 Histology and immunofluorescence examination

In order to evaluate the epithelization and the extent of the inflammatory reaction in untreated and treated wounds, the hematoxylin-eosin staining was performed. The epidermal measurements of TW and UW groups and control groups are presented in Figure 4. After the excision the epidermal surface TW and UW groups was completely lost (Figure 4E and Figure 4D). After 7 days from the treatment, while in TW group every layer of epidermis was completely regenerated (Figure 4F), in UW group the stratum corneum was still to be formed (Figure 4G).

The light microscopy evaluation of stained section of dermis in UW showed a rich cellular infiltrate (Figure 7B). In comparison with UW, sections of TW tissue showed, by examination of grading scale, a significant decrease (50% reduction, \( p < 0.05 \)) of inflammatory cellular infiltration (Figure 7C). The level of inflammatory cellular infiltration in TW was found closer to the one found in a control sample than in of UW (Figure 8). To determine whether the population of the cellular types involved in wound healing were different in UW and TW, light micro-
scopy and immunofluorescence analysis were performed. The presence of fibroblasts and myofibroblasts was assessed.

At light microscopy, in the dermis of UW, spindle shaped fibroblasts-like cells were recognizable by basophil cytoplasm (data not shown). At fluorescence microscopy, these cells were easily demonstrated to be fibroblasts by HSP47 expression (Figure 9). As shown by morphometric analysis (Figure 8, middle), the density of HSP47 positive cells in TW was significantly reduced ($p < 0.005$) of about a half and was comparable to the fibroblasts density found in a control sample. Myofibroblasts were also identified, by the expression of SMA, in both TW and UW (Figures 8 and 10). In the dermis of TW we revealed a reduction of these cells that was similar to the fibroblasts decrease (50%, $p < 0.05$), as shown in Figure 8.

4. Discussion

The blue LED photohaemostatic device is able to induce a temperature rise in a bleeding wound, close to the denaturation temperature of blood proteins. No thermal damage is induced in the healthy, surrounding tissue. The device can thus be used to treat superficial abrasions, to induce a fast and selective coagulation effect. All the obtained results suggested an improved wound healing process in TW with respect to UW. In fact, visual observation indicated that, from 4–5 days, skin recovery is at a later stage in TW with respect to UW. We can interpret this result in terms of an improved healing process in TW with respect to UW. However, it is not yet clarified if the effect on skin appearance is due to light-tissue interaction or just to a faster crusts loosening in TW because of the haemostasis induced at an early stage. Non-linear microscopic analysis helped in determining the effect at a dermal level. We found a higher amount of collagen fiber bundles more intertwined in TW with respect to UW. This datum was reproducible in all the examined samples and is probably an indication of the fact that production of new collagen started earlier in the TW, so that the normal dermal collagen organization is recovered in TW after 8 days whereas it is not yet recovered in the UW. In fact, a higher amount of collagen fiber bundles more intertwined in TW with respect to UW could reflect a faster neocollagenesis occurring in TW with respect to UW. We also found a quite different collagen organization in the two types of samples.

TW areas showed collagen fiber bundles with various orientations, forming the intersections of typical dermal collagen architecture. On the other hand, in UW areas, collagen fiber bundles were not uniformly oriented and their intersections were not
clearly identifiable yet. In addition, in TW collagen organization was more isotropic and not dependent on the ROI size, whereas in UW collagen organization becomes more isotropic as the ROI size increases. Finally, we found that collagen fiber bundle size is in average smaller in the UW with respect to the TW. These results provided additional proof of a faster healing process. The larger fiber bundle size and the higher isotropy observed in TW could be due to a more mature and organized collagen architecture in TW with respect to UW. Histology demonstrated that epithelization process was completed in TW group but not in UW group; in particular in TW group the epidermis was completed in all the layers and its thickness reached normal values [48]. Besides the inflammatory response, still ongoing after 8 days, in TW is strongly reduced with respect to UW. This provides further support to the hypothesis of a faster wound healing. Immunofluorescence analyses demonstrated a lower density of dermal cells as fibroblasts and myofibroblasts in TW, face to a higher density in UW, suggesting that the inflammatory response associated with the wound healing is still ongoing in UW, while it seems to be shortened in TW.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, a faster wound healing process was found in treated abrasions with respect to the control wounds. Visual observations, non-linear microscopic imaging, and histological/histochemical analyses pointed out that after 8 days from treatment the wounds showed a higher collagen content, a better recovered morphology and organization of dermal collagen, minimal inflammatory response, no adverse reaction neither thermal damage in both wound areas and surrounding tissue. All the results obtained from these analyses constitute a strong support to the hypothesis that the selective photo-thermal effect used for inducing haemostasis in superficial skin wounds is associated to a faster healing process.
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